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eql3 - this gives you the "search" feature where you can search by classes, factions, roles, raid members, or names of other classes. if you do a name search, all the
members who match that search will show in your screen. if you click on a person, it will open a chat window with the person. this makes it easy to see who is there, and
who is not. i have found this really helpful for party inviting, making quick party mates, and finding out if any of the raid is mia. you can also add one-on-one or party chats,
but i find this just in chat to be better than putting the people into the buff tracker. shaguvalue - also includes a search feature to find out if any raid members are missing,
and it does it very quickly. it also includes a map, which i really enjoy using in instances, and it shows the number of people in each area. having a map like this is really
helpful in tracking down people who are missing, so again, it's easy to find out if they are up in the instance, or missing. you can change the map colors, and add or remove
areas to map out. aux-addon - another useful feature that is very helpful is the ability to have your most-used spells on auto-click with chat. so whenever you get a
message, you click on your buttons to go to your spells, without having to find them, and click again to cast them. again, this is useful to keep checking to see if your raid
are missing, or just want to swap out other spells. you can also get raid info that is sent to you in chat, such as names, classes, factions, raid size, and more. you can also
add other people to a list, and have it notify you when they come online or leave, and you can change the colors of who is on your list, so that it is easier to see who is there.

Improved Error Frame Vanilla Addon

to use the addon, please open the file menu, and open "options". you should find the option "improved error frame", and from there, you can choose the number of seconds
that the timer will countdown, and whether the option will stop when an ability/item/spell ends. you can also set the sound to play when a countdown is about to occur. the

basic layout is still the same. left click to open the error frame (only displays the last 20 read messages) shift click to open the error frame without displaying any of the
messages (only displays the last 20 read messages) right click to close the error frame ctrl-click to open a saved error frame in your favorites this addon allows you to resize

the error frame and have a maximum of 20 views at one time. the different sections can be enabled/disabled in the settings under the addon and a new button can be
added to the bottom right of the minimap this addon makes making gold in classic much faster, and if you are making hundreds of gold each minute, then you will want to
get this addon. auction house sign shows a text sign on top of your character displaying what you have to sell. toggle auction house sign toggle on or off the auction house

sign. sell text this will be the message that will be displayed when you reach the sell stacked section. sell stacked the sell stacked button is the button on your inventory. the
button brings up a window where you can decide to sell stacks of items on this auction item. so, just to make sure, your addon is entirely ports not a single animating fix

from you i'm asking that because we have a few issues with anims in taz here, and we can't fix them right now, but if someone has the knowledge, it could really enhance
the mod. for instance we have a gun with a nice animation, but the mag disappears for 1 frame, and it does a quick disappear-reappear. not that bad, but it can be annoying

if you're a maniac for details. 5ec8ef588b
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